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ABSTRACT

Large constellations of Low Earth Orbit satellites promise to provide

near real-time high-resolution Earth imagery. Yet, getting this large

amount of data back to Earth is challenging because of their low

orbits and fast motion through space. Centralized architectures

with few multi-million dollar ground stations incur large hour-

level data download latency and are hard to scale. We propose a

geographically distributed ground station design, L2D2, that uses

low-cost commodity hardware to offer low latency robust downlink.

L2D2 is the first system to use a hybrid ground station model,

where only a subset of ground stations are uplink-capable. We

design new algorithms for scheduling and rate adaptation that

enable low latency and high robustness despite the limitations

of the receive-only ground stations. We evaluate L2D2 through a

combination of trace-driven simulations and real-world satellite-

ground station measurements. Our results demonstrate that L2D2’s

geographically distributed design can reduce data downlink latency

from 90 minutes to 21 minutes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites mark a new frontier in commu-

nications and sensing research. Multiple companies [7, 20, 21, 28]

have committed to invest tens of billions of dollars to deploy con-

stellations of hundreds of small satellites such as CubeSats. These
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Figure 1: Earth observation satellites typically operate in po-

lar low-earth orbits. As the Earth rotates under them, they

scan different parts of the Earth during each orbit. A single

satellite may image the Earth across several days, so opera-

tors plan to rely on large constellations to achieve collective

imaging frequency of minutes to hours.

satellites aim to serve two main objectives: communication and

Earth observation. Communication satellites provide low-latency,

high-bandwidth, and universal internet connectivity. Earth obser-

vation satellites continuously orbit the earth (see Fig. 1) and collect

imagery (aka eyes in the sky). Unlike traditional Earth observation

satellites, new deployments consist of large LEO constellations of

cheap CubeSats. These satellites aim to build a near real-time map

of the earth and use it for real-time analysis of agriculture [2, 35],

geological systems [62], disease spreads [5], natural disasters [4, 11],

and geopolitics [44, 45].

Today, about 45% of LEO satellites in orbit [59] are used for

Earth observation. These satellites collect hundreds of Gigabytes

of data every day and need to transmit this data [51] to Earth. This

is challenging for LEO satellites because their low orbits mean

that they move fast with respect to an observer on Earth. For any

ground observer, the satellite is visible for around ten minutes and

has four to five good contacts every day (see Fig. 2). As a result,

satellite companies deploy a few highly specialized (multi-million

US dollars) ground stations [34] that can download large quantities

of data in a short period [18, 19]. This design for ground stations

suffers from multiple shortcomings:

• DownlinkLatency:While large constellations [7, 20, 30] promise

to collect data every hour to few hours (in some cases, min-

utes [30]), this data must wait at the satellite before it comes in

contact with a ground station. This adds latency of one to several

hours, which can be crippling for time-sensitive applications like

natural disaster management (e.g. forest fires, floods, etc.) and

crop monitoring.
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Figure 2: L2D2 is a geographically distributed ground station

design. It uses a mix of transmit-capable and receive-only

ground stations, to enable low latency, high fidelity data

transfer from LEO satellites.

• Scaling:When the constellation size is small, the ground stations

are under-utilized as they are used for a few minutes per satellite

contact. As the promised large constellation sizes materialize, the

ground stations are bottle-necked by bandwidth and contention,

at which point satellite companies must deploy new ground sta-

tions. In addition to the high cost of designing and maintaining

these ground stations, they also suffer from deployment delays

and million-dollar costs due to regulatory requirements. For ex-

ample, Amazon Ground Stations could not transmit data for at

least a year after their public announcement due to licensing

delays [27].

• Robustness: The centralized architecture relies on few ground

stations that are prone to hardware failures and weather-related

connectivity issues. At high frequencies used by the ground

stations (8 GHz and above), the links are prone to attenuation of

up to 10dB due to rain and clouds [6]. Some LEO satellites have

reported up to 88% packet loss [17].

• High Cost of Entry: The cost of licensing and setting up a

ground station is prohibitive for new entrants like academic

research satellites. Given the reduced costs of satellites (tens of

thousands USD), the ground station becomes the bottleneck.

In this paper, we present a new ground station architecture for

LEO satellites: L2D2. L2D2 has two key characteristics: (a) it uses a

large set of geographically distributed low-cost ground stations. It

relies on commodity equipment (e.g. small antennas) that can be

deployed at rooftops and backyards instead of specialized hardware.

(b) We make the observation that the primary data mode for Earth

observation satellites is downlink; the uplink is infrequently used

for control traffic alone. In fact, ground stations today support Gbps

downlink but only hundreds of Kbps uplink [18, 19, 34]. Therefore, a

majority of the ground stations in L2D2 are receive-only, removing

the regulatory burden of setting up new L2D2 stations. In practice,

this design choice leads to three key challenges:

• Adaptive Downlink Scheduling: Given the large number of

satellites and ground stations, we need to dynamically schedule

satellite-ground station contacts while accounting for orbits, link

quality, and weather conditions. In our dataset with 259 satel-

lites, a ground station may see up to 100 satellites (median 14) at

the same instant. However, in a typical setting, a ground station

communicates with one satellite at a single point in time. There-

fore, we need to identify the optimal satellite-ground station

matching across time and space. Furthermore, it must account

for switching delays, i.e. a satellite cannot communicate while

switching from one ground station to another. We observe that

this scheduling problem is a variant of the circuit scheduling

problem studied in the context of datacenters [10, 24, 39, 42, 57],

which is known to be NP-hard. We leverage this observation to

design a new (approximate) greedy algorithm for this scheduling

problem that supports multiple objective functions – throughput,

mean latency, and peak latency.

• Rate Selection: The satellite downlink rate depends on the chan-

nel conditions at a given location. For instance, rain can attenuate

the downlink signal by 10 to 20 dB in X, Ku, and Ka bands used

for satellite downlink [6]. In typical wireless systems, the optimal

rate is selected using feedback from the receiver. How does one

perform rate selection in the absence of such feedback? To solve

this problem, we build a new link quality predictor that leverages

historical data, predicted weather conditions, and orbital dynam-

ics to predict the ideal datarate. The design of this predictor is

non-trivial because of the local multipath experienced by satellite

signals (e.g. solar panels close to antennas). Unlike state-of-the-

art models for satellite signal propagation, our model can account

for such ground station and satellite-specific variations.

• Satellite Feedback: How does a satellite know if its data has

been received at a receive-only ground station and is safe to

delete from its storage without acknowledgments? L2D2 uses

delayed acknowledgments that are relayed through transmit-

capable stations (3-4 in L2D2’s network) to the satellite, when the

satellite flies over these stations. These acknowledgments allow

the satellite to delete data that has been received and re-transmit

lost data.

Our design has many advantages. Its geographical distribution

ensures that a satellite encounters ground stations more frequently

and can offload latency-sensitive data sooner. Allowing the ground

station to be distributed also allows L2D2 to relax the requirement of

extremely high throughput on individual links, therefore enabling

the use of commodity components. Moreover, L2D2 is more robust

to failures and weather variations since the impact of individual

failures can be minimized by re-routing the data. For example,

downlink can be dynamically scheduled so that cloudy weather in

one part of the world is offset by clear weather in the other. Finally,

L2D2 can allow new entrants to schedule communication for their

satellites by providing a software abstraction.

To evaluate L2D2, we use a four-step approach. First, we col-

lect real-world link quality measurements at five ground stations

from four satellites operating in the X-band and Ka-bands. We are

releasing this new dataset to the community. We use this dataset

to validate individual components of our design. Second, to eval-

uate the distributed design at scale, we leverage the open-source

SatNOGS ground stations operated by amateur radio operators. We

compile this data from the publicly-hosted SatNOGS database. We

use a network of 259 satellites and 173 ground stations deployed by

different entities. These ground stations listen to satellite beacons at

lower frequencies and do not correctly model the satellite downlink

behavior in X-band or Ka-bands. Therefore, in step three, we model
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Figure 3: LEO Satellite Background: (a) Satellite elevation defines link quality. Higher elevation provides better signal due to

shorter distance. (b,c) are reported on our dataset in Sec. 4. A ground station has around four good contacts with a satellite in

a day with most contacts lasting less than ten minutes.

the link quality behavior of each of these ground stations as if they

were a randomly chosen ground station from our X-band stations

in the first step. Finally, we ask, in simulation, how this network

would operate if each satellite had 100 GB of data to download per

day. Based on this analysis, we summarize our results below:

• Link Estimation: L2D2’s link estimation algorithm achieves a

median error of 0.39 dB in predicting the link quality as compared

to state-of-the-art ITU models that achieve 2.39 dB median error

(90th percentile 1.74 dB vs 6.03 dB). This translates to a datarate

loss of 6.5% for L2D2 while the ITU model suffers 40.8% loss.

• Latency: L2D2 reduces the mean latency of data download from

90 minutes to 21 minutes and the 90-th percentile from 323

minutes to 71 minutes as compared to a baseline method that

uses high-end ground stations with 10X more link capacity than

L2D2’s ground stations.

• Data Transfer and Backlog: L2D2 downloads over 250 TB of

data in a day from 259 satellites. In an experiment with each

satellite collecting 100 GB per day, L2D2 reduces the median

backlog (data not delivered) for a satellite from 7.6 GB to 3.4 GB

(90-th percentile: 26.5 GB to 7.2 GB).

As the LEO satellite deployments increase, a distributed frame-

work is essential to enable a scalable, performant, and robust ground

station design. This work is inspired by the past shifts in comput-

ing from singular highly specialized hardware to distributed low-

complexity components. In designing L2D2, we make the following

contributions:

• We present a new distributed hybrid design that uses low-cost

receive-only ground stations to ensure low latency data transfer

from LEO satellites.

• We design a novel scheduler for satellite-ground station links

that accounts for temporal variation & switching delay.

• We build the first data-driven blind rate adaptation algorithm for

LEO satellites.

• We evaluate L2D2 using measurements and large-scale simula-

tions performed using multiple satellites and ground stations.

2 BACKGROUND

The recent interest in satellites has been precipitated by the low cost

of manufacturing small satellites like cubesats and launching them

into low earth orbits (300 to 500 miles above Earth surface) using

rideshare agreements. Together, these factors have ensured that

cheap hardware can be deployed in space for tens of thousands of

dollars. This is in contrast to costs of tens of millions for traditional

satellites [17]. In this paper, we focus on Earth observation satellites.

The primary goal of these satellites is to get very frequent, near

real-time data about Earth.

Imaging Equipment: Earth observation satellites serve multiple

high-value applications like agriculture, forestry, smart traffic, natu-

ral disaster response, and geopolitical analysis. As such, they carry a

wide array of sensing mechanisms in different parts of the spectrum.

The most prominent ones are visible imagery and SAR-imagery

[7] (synthetic aperture radar), but sensing in various parts of the

spectrum (infrared, microwave, ultraviolet) is also prevalent [59].

As orbits get lower and equipment becomes precise, the resolu-

tion of this imagery has been steadily improving. Of late, several

constellations offer meter-level pixel resolution [7, 20, 30].

Orbital Dynamics: The LEO satellites typically operate in po-

lar orbits (see Fig. 1). One orbit period is around 90 minutes for

satellites in LEO orbits. Since the orbit period is different from the

period of Earth’s rotation, the satellite observes a different part

of Earth during each orbit. A single satellite can image the Earth

across several days. Therefore, Earth observation satellites operate

in constellations to achieve frequent image capture. The planned

constellation sizes consist of hundreds of satellites [7, 20, 30] to get

a new image every few minutes to few hours.

The location of the satellite with respect to an observer on Earth

is defined by two angles: azimuth and elevation (Fig. 3a). The az-

imuth defines the angle with respect to the north-south direction

in the Earth-surface plane. The elevation is the angle measured

perpendicular to the Earth’s surface. An elevation of 90 degrees

corresponds to the satellite directly overhead. Due to their low

orbits, an observer on Earth would see a LEO satellite rise from

the horizon, travel through the sky, and fade below the horizon

on the other end within few minutes. An observer would get four

to five such contact periods in one day (see Fig. 3), with each con-

tact achieving different peak elevation. When the satellite gets to

a higher elevation, it is closer to the Earth, can deliver a stronger
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signal to a ground station on the Earth, and has a longer contact

period.

Data Communication: For a traditional ground station on Earth,

the uplink comprises primarily of low rate TT&C (tracking, teleme-

try, and control) data. Consequently, the typical design of ground

stations uses a narrowband uplink (tens to hundreds of kbps) and

a high bandwidth downlink (hundreds of Mbps to tens of Gbps)

[18, 19, 34]. This design choice also accounts for the choice of spec-

trum. Public documents [22, 23, 52] show that the uplink uses the

lower frequency and lower-bandwidth S-band (2025-2110 MHz) 1

while the downlink uses the higher frequency X-band (8025-8400

MHz). Some designs are also exploring higher frequencies (Ku band

– 12 to 18 GHz and Ka band – 26.5 to 40 GHz) for downlink [19].

Today, most satellite operators deploy their own ground stations

[18, 19]. These ground stations cost millions of dollars to deploy

and maintain due to three factors: (a) high-end specialized equip-

ment, (b) expensive licensing process for transmission, (c) large

antenna sizes require acquisition of dedicated space. In contrast,

L2D2’s ground stations operate with commodity hardware, use

small antennas deployable on rooftops, and majority of them are

receive-only.

State-of-the-Art: The best known ground station design today can

achieve a data rate around 1.6 Gbps by combining six frequency-

polarization channels at the optimal satellite-ground station link [19].

The 1.6 Gbps link in [19] can download data up to 80 GB in a sin-

gle pass. Note that, the max rate can only be sustained when the

satellite is at the shortest path. As the satellite reaches closer to the

horizon, the link quality degrades and the satellite has to downgrade

its rate. Each satellite can do four to six passes per ground station

per day, but the passes have varying quality. The typical amount

of data that needs to be downlinked to image the Earth every day

can go up to few Terabytes per day [13]. Multiple satellites need to

collaborate to make this happen.

3 DISTRIBUTED HYBRID GROUND STATION
ARCHITECTURE

We propose a new distributed hybrid ground station architecture,

L2D2, for Earth observation satellites. An overview of L2D2 is in

Fig. 2. L2D2 consists of multiple ground stations spread across the

globe. Each of these ground stations is connected to the Internet and

communicates with a centralized scheduler. L2D2 ground stations

have three distinctive characteristics:

• Geographically Distributed: L2D2 ground stations are spread

across the globe, either maintained by independent individu-

als, volunteers, or corporations. This geographic distribution of

ground stations has two advantages. First, it enables satellites to

follow a dynamic downlink schedule. If the link from satellite 𝛼
to ground station 𝑖 is expected to encounter clouds, then it could

downlink data at a different ground station 𝑗 that falls along
its path. Second, the geographic distribution reduces latency in

the data downlink process. This allows the download plan to be

cognizant of the latency-sensitivity of the data. For instance, in

latency-sensitive applications like monitoring forest fires and

1Different organizations have slight variations in the definition of bands.

floods, the sensitive data can be downlinked in tens of minutes

in a geographically distributed network but will take hours to

days in a centralized architecture.

• Hybrid: As noted in Sec. 2, the data communication for Earth

observation satellites is primarily downlink. Moreover, enabling

uplink on a ground station requires following complex licensing

requirements [34] that are both expensive and time-consuming.

In L2D2, we allow for a majority of the nodes to be receive-only,

i.e. they do not transmit any data. This is an important design

choice for making the system scalable. At the same time, this

design choice opens up a lot of interesting systems problems that

we discuss below.

• Low-complexity: For the system to be deployed at scale, we

require the cost and complexity of individual ground stations to

be low. As such, the individual ground stations in L2D2 do not

have high gain, specialized equipment, but rely on commodity

hardware that is easily deployable on rooftops and backyards.

This decreases the capacity of individual links by an order of

magnitude or more, but the reduced capacity is compensated

through geographic diversity.

Overview: In L2D2, a scheduler estimates the trajectory of a satel-

lite for a fixed future time-interval (e.g. one day). Then, it estimates

the link quality between all satellite-ground station pairs using

the link quality estimation method in Sec. 3.2. It, then, identifies

an optimal match between satellites and ground stations at each

time instant (Sec. 3.1). This schedule is distributed to all the ground

stations over the Internet. The downlink schedule for each satellite

is also uploaded to individual satellites when they come in contact

with a transmit-capable ground station (4-5 in our network). Then,

during their path, the satellites follow the planned schedule and

downlink data to receive-only ground stations, which follow the

shared schedule as well and point to the corresponding satellite.

This data is then collated at the back-end and any missing pieces

can be communicated to the satellite during the next contact with

a transmit-capable station (Sec. 3.3).

3.1 Downlink Scheduling

In this section, we formalize the problem of scheduling the satellite-

ground station downlink and provide a mechanism to identify the

right downlink schedule. Before we delve deeper into L2D2’s down-

link scheduler, we note that scheduling downlink for a distributed

hybrid architecture like L2D2 is fundamentally different from sched-

uling for a centralized architecture with a small number of ground

stations and satellites. In centralized architectures, it is rare for

multiple satellites to compete for a ground station’s time. This is

because the number of satellites is small (typically only from a

single provider) and each satellite-ground station contact lasts just

ten minutes. The goal of L2D2 is to serve as a ground station fabric

spread across the planet that can downlink data from satellites from

multiple providers. At such scale, conflicts become the norm. In our

dataset (Sec. 4), we see up to 100 satellites (median 14) competing for

a ground station. More importantly, innovative scheduling benefits

the robustness of our architecture. When a satellite-ground station

link is going to be weakened by hardware constraints, multipath

effects, or bad weather, we can predict it in advance and schedule

the satellite to downlink at a different ground station.
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Intuitively, we aim to find a scheduling algorithm that can opti-

mize a pre-defined value function across time and across all satellite-

ground station pairs. As we formalize this problem below, we face

two high-level challenges. First, for a satellite, switching between

ground stations is not instantaneous. They may have to steer their

antenna either mechanically or electronically and incur cost in

terms of delays, lost throughput, etc. Second, the problem of identi-

fying the best schedule across space-time with switching delays is

known to be NP-hard. We present an algorithm that tackles these

challenges below.

Problem Formulation: Let us assume we have a set of satellites,

S = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, ..., 𝑠𝑀 } and a set of ground stations, G = {𝑔1, 𝑔2, ..., 𝑔𝑁 }.

Each satellite, 𝑠𝑖 , is represented by its TLE (Two Line Element

set) [29]. TLE is a standard representation for satellite orbits that

contains the satellite identifier and orbit parameters. The TLEs are

time-varying and are updated over time. For LEO satellites, satellite

location prediction using TLEs is accurate to within a kilometer if

done a few days in advance. Similarly, each ground station, 𝑔 𝑗 ∈ G,

is represented by its latitude, longitude, ownership information,

and data downlink constraints. The downlink constraints are repre-

sented as a𝑀-bit bitmap, where bit 𝑖 is 1 if data downlink from 𝑠𝑖 is
allowed. The downlink constraints ensure that ground station own-

ers can maintain control over their resources (e.g. a ground station

owner might want satellite operators to pay a subscription fee) or to

maintain regulatory restrictions (e.g. some countries may not want

to downlink data from satellites operated by their competitors).

Each satellite, 𝑠𝑖 , has a sequence of data bits 𝑋
𝑡
𝑖 that it intends

to send to ground stations. 𝑋 𝑡
𝑖 varies with time 𝑡 as the satellite

collects more data and downlinks some of it to a ground station.

We define a value function, 𝜙 such that for any subset 𝑥 ⊂ 𝑋 𝑡
𝑖 ,

𝜙 (𝑥, 𝑡) denotes the value of transmitting that data to Earth. This

value function can capture different objectives. For instance, it

can capture throughput or latency requirements. Similarly, 𝜙 (𝑥, 𝑡)
can be defined by the satellite operators to prioritize data based

on geography, e.g. to honor service level agreements (SLAs) with

customers. From a ground station perspective, the value function

can be assigned by bidding for priority access.

Orbit Calculations: L2D2 obtains the most recent TLE data for

each satellite and uses it to compute the future orbit of the satellite.

At each instance of time, we compute if a satellite is above the

horizon for a ground station. If a satellite is above the horizon,

L2D2 computes the distance, the elevation, and the azimuth angle

of the satellite with respect to that ground station. These parameters

are fed to a link estimation algorithm described in 3.2.

Scheduling Algorithm:We use the link estimation algorithm to

predict expected data rate that a satellite-ground station link can

achieve and use it form the matrix, 𝐷𝑡 such that 𝐷𝑡
𝑖 𝑗 is the data that

can be transmitted between satellite, 𝑠𝑖 and ground station, 𝑔 𝑗 at
time instant 𝑡 . Therefore, we can define a value matrix, Φ𝑡 , such

that Φ𝑡𝑖 𝑗 = 𝜙
(
min(𝑋 𝑡

𝑖 , 𝐷
𝑡
𝑖 𝑗 ), 𝑡

)
. If satellite, 𝑠𝑖 , has enough data to

transmit, it transmits 𝐷𝑡
𝑖 𝑗 , otherwise it transmits all the data it has,

𝑋 𝑡
𝑖 . Φ

𝑡
𝑖 𝑗 defines the value of transmitting that data.

Our objective is tomatch satellites to ground stations at each time

step to maximize the corresponding value function. Specifically,

Algorithm 1: Greedy Algorithm for Schedule with Switch-

ing Cost

input :A sequence of value matrices: Φ𝑡 , 𝑡 = 1, 2, ..,𝑇 . The
bonus factor for a sticky schedule: 𝑏.

output :A sequence of permutation matrices: 𝑃𝑡 ,
𝑡 = 1, 2, ..,𝑇

for 𝑡 = 1 to 𝑇 do

if 𝑡 > 1 then

𝐵𝑡 = 𝑏𝑃𝑡−1ᵀ · Φ𝑡

where ᵀ is matrix transpose and · is dot product

𝑃𝑡 = argmax𝑃𝑡 𝑇𝑟
(
𝑃𝑡

(
Φ𝑡 + 𝐵𝑡

) )
else

𝑃𝑡 = argmax𝑃𝑡 𝑇𝑟
(
𝑃𝑡Φ𝑡

)
end

end

this objective function can be defined as finding a sequence of

permutation matrices, 𝑃𝑡 , 𝑡 = 0, ...,𝑇 , where𝑇 is the time interval at

which the schedules are generated (for example, one day). Recall, a

permutationmatrix is a binarymatrix with exactly one value in each

row (and each column) set to one. Therefore, pre-multiplication

by a permutation matrix shuffles the rows of any matrix. In our

case, the permutation matrix, 𝑃𝑡 , shuffles the matrix, Φ𝑡 . Then, we
consider the sum of the diagonal values of the resultant matrix to

compute the net value achieved by the system at time, 𝑡 . The goal of
our algorithm is to identify a sequence of permutation matrices that

can maximize the value over time. Specifically, we aim to optimize:

max
𝑃0,𝑃1,...𝑃𝑡

∑
𝑡

𝑇𝑟 (𝑃𝑡Φ𝑡 ) (1)

where 𝑇𝑟 (·) defines the trace (sum of diagonal values) of the ma-

trix. We pad the matrix 𝑃ℎ𝑖𝑡 to make it a square matrix with each

dimension𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑀, 𝑁 ). Intuitively, iff 𝑃𝑡𝑗𝑖 = 1, then ground station,

𝑔 𝑗 is matched to satellite, 𝑠𝑖 , at time 𝑡 .

Switching Penalty:Note that Eq. 1 does not penalize a satellite for

switching between ground stations. In practice, switching between

satellite-ground station pairs incurs non-trivial costs. This is be-

cause many ground stations rely on mechanical steering. Therefore,

we must institute a penalty for switching delay when a satellite

performs the switch.

We note that this scenario is similar to the circuit switching

problem encountered in the context of data centers [10, 24, 39,

42, 57]. In such problems, switch reconfiguration incurs a delay,

therefore the schedules have to be incentivized to be sticky. This

problem is known to be NP-hard and has approximate-optimal

greedy solutions. However, such circuit switching formulations

penalize the entire system for reconfiguration delays. In our case,

the reconfiguration impact is localized to the satellite making the

switch. Therefore, we adapt the greedy algorithms used for circuit

switching to our problem with localized penalties for switching.

Specifically, we define a bonus matrix 𝐵𝑡 , such that 𝐵𝑡𝑖 𝑗 = 𝑏 ×Φ𝑡𝑖 𝑗
iff 𝑃𝑡−1𝑗𝑖 = 1, and zero otherwise. Note, 𝐵𝑖, 𝑗 is positive and non-zero

at time 𝑡 only when the connection between satellite, 𝑠𝑖 , and ground
station 𝑔 𝑗 existed in the prior time step. Here, 𝑏 ∈𝑅+ is the bonus

factor assigned for sticking to the original matching and is inversely

proportional to the cost of switching. Note that this bonus is applied
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Figure 4: L2D2 Link Prediction Model Architecture

multiplicatively. Therefore, a satellite that has a good connection

to a ground station has a higher incentive to stick to its current

match, unlike a satellite that has a poor connection. Then, at each

time step, we define the greedy algorithm to pick 𝑃𝑡 such that:

𝑃𝑡 = argmax
𝑃𝑡

𝑇𝑟 (𝑃𝑡 (Φ𝑡 + 𝐵𝑡 )) (2)

Finally, how do we solve Eq. 2 to identify the optimal 𝑃𝑡 ? We

can map this to a maximum bipartite graph matching problem. In

L2D2, we use the Hungarian algorithm [38, 47] to identify the best

match and hence 𝑃𝑡 . We present a description of the algorithm in

Algorithm 1. L2D2 uses the satellite-ground station match identified

by this algorithm to schedule links over time.

3.2 Rate Adaptation

For a typical wireless link, the ideal data rate for data transmis-

sion is estimated either using direct feedback from the receiver or

through indirect feedback e.g. acknowledgments. For example, in

the state-of-the-art radio design for cubesats [19], the radios use

DVB-S2 protocol for communication and use adaptive coding and

modulation to adapt to different satellite-ground station link con-

ditions. The satellite radio selects the best modulation and coding

configuration based on feedback received from the ground station.

In L2D2, a majority of our ground stations are receive-only. As

such, we cannot rely on feedback from the ground station to identify

the right data rate to downlink data. This is crucial because if the

satellite chooses too low a data rate, it would waste opportunities

to downlink more data. Conversely, picking a data rate that is

higher than what the link can support would lead to high packet

loss. Furthermore, we need to identify the amount of data that

will be transmitted during a contact before the communication

begins to identify the optimal satellite-ground station links using

Algorithm 1.

To solve this challenge, we propose a new rate adaptation algo-

rithm that does not rely on observed link quality but uses predicted

link quality. We build a new prediction framework that can estimate

the signal strength and signal-to-noise ratio for a signal received at

the ground station, and use it to identify the ideal rate for data trans-

mission. Intuitively, the loss in signal strength as the signal travels

from a satellite to the Earth happens because of three reasons: (a)

Propagation loss: This increases with distance and signal frequency

(logarithmic). This loss increases as the elevation of the satellite

decreases. Lower elevation implies that the satellite is closer to the

horizon and as a result, the signal has to travel a longer distance.

(b) Weather-related Loss: Clouds, rain, and snow induce additional

attenuation for the signal. This can vary from zero to 10 dB depend-

ing on the weather and signal frequency [6]. Higher frequencies

experience this effect more severely. (c) Hardware effects: The de-

sign of the antennas and circuits in the transmitter and receiver

introduces a link-specific loss.

At a high level, the propagation loss can be estimated using orbit

calculations and the hardware effects can be calibrated for. There

are also standard models for understanding weather-related loss

[31–33]. Therefore, in principle, a combination of these will help

predict the link quality accurately. However, as we demonstrate in

Sec. 6, this combination proves to be empirically inaccurate. Our

analysis of real measurements reveals that the surroundings of

the satellite and ground stations play an important role in link

quality. Specifically, the presence of reflectors (like solar panels)

on satellites, their relative positions, and their motion stability

impacts the signal strength at the receiver. Similarly, the presence

of buildings, trees, etc. in the proximity of the ground station causes

obstacles or reflections on the receiver’s end.

Since this behavior varies with the satellite and ground station,

we take a data-driven approach to estimating link quality. Specifi-

cally, we develop amachine learningmodel for each satellite-ground

station link that can learn the quirks of each link and its temporal

variation. Our model uses (a) satellite orbital position relative to the

ground station and (b) weather conditions at the ground station to

predict the signal strength of the link. L2D2’s choice to use machine

learning is motivated by two factors: (a) the reflectors and obstacles

near satellites vary per satellite and are hard to model without ob-

served data, and (b) signal strength data is easily available at ground

stations. Therefore, these models can be easily trained using data

measured at the ground station during the first few days after setup.

Model Architecture: L2D2 uses an ensemble model to predict sig-

nal strength. Ensemble models are known to be highly performant

because they combine multiple model architectures that can extract

varied insights. Specifically, L2D2 uses two model architectures:

(a) gradient boosted regression trees and (b) deep learning-based

regression. The tree ensemble fits on five folds of the input feature

matrix. We use 1000 trees as weak estimators with a maximum tree

depth of 8. We use the XGBoost implementation [12]. The deep

learning regression model has 4 layers. Each layer uses rectified

linear unit (ReLu) activation functions to incorporate non-linearity.

We stack the output of these two models and feeds into a final linear

regression model that outputs the signal strength estimate. Fig. 4

illustrates the design.

Input Features: L2D2 uses features that describe (a) satellite or-

bital positions: elevation and azimuth angle of the satellite with

respect to the ground station, and (b) weather: precipitation inten-

sity. As expected, due to their high frequencies, Ka-band satellites

are more sensitive to weather. Therefore, we augment the dataset

with cloud cover and precipitation probability in addition to precip-

itation intensity. X-band satellites are not as susceptible to atmo-

spheric variation so we do not include cloud cover and precipitation

probability for them. The models can be trained to either output

signal strength or the signal to noise ratio. The output is measured

on the log scale, in dB or dBm, as is the norm in wireless systems.
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Loss Function:We train the models using the mean squared error

loss. However, if we use the output of the model directly to estimate

the data rate, it is expected to make roughly equal errors in terms of

over-estimating and under-estimating the signal strength. In reality,

over-estimation errors for data rate lead to packet losses (100% loss)

while under-estimation errors just lead to a partial data rate loss.

Therefore, we learn another buffer parameter, 𝜖 , from the data. We

subtract 𝜖 from the model output and choose 𝜖 (during training)

such that the data rate prediction error is minimized. This value

(typically 1-2 dB) helps us reduce the data rate loss even further.

Finally, note that we do not train the regression model to directly

predict the data rate because it is a discrete parameter and leads to

a non-differentiable loss function.

Induction of New Ground Stations: In L2D2, we expect new

ground stations to join the network frequently. Therefore, it would

be inefficient if we wait to train a new model for each satellite

before we can start using this ground station effectively. Therefore,

we devise a transfer learning strategy that uses models learnt at

other ground stations for a given satellite to infer a model for a

new ground station, thereby reducing the startup time for a new

ground station.

We describe several modifications to Fig. 4 for transfer learning

in order to estimate the link between a newly added ground station

𝑔𝑖 and an existing satellite 𝑠𝑘 . Let us assume that we already have

models trained for satellite 𝑠𝑘 and ground station 𝑔 𝑗 . We freeze the

gradient boosted tree ensemble and the top three layers of the deep

learning regression framework, based on the pre-trained model

(𝑠𝑘 − 𝑔 𝑗 ). Then, we use a small number of measurements on a new

ground station, 𝑔𝑖 , to re-train the last layer of the deep learning

regressor and the linear regression model shown in Fig. 4. This

method allows us to encode the generic features of the satellite 𝑠𝑘 in

the frozen layers that are transferred from the other ground station,

and helps us quickly get to the ground station specific features. In

doing so, we transfer our model from one ground station to another

and reduce the induction time for a new ground station.

3.3 Satellite Feedback

Since a majority of L2D2 ground stations are receive-only, they

cannot transmit acknowledgments (transport-layer or application-

layer) back to the satellite. This has two implications: (a) the satellite

cannot re-transmit data when packets get lost, e.g., due to errors in

link estimation, (b) the satellite cannot remove data from its storage.

This will, naturally, be untenable as cubesats have limited storage

capacity. Therefore, we must identify a mechanism to communicate

this information with the satellite.

To achieve this objective, we deploy a delayed-relayed acknowl-

edgmentmechanism. Specifically, every L2D2 ground station checks

its received imagery and creates a bitmap for the received data. In

this bitmap, each bit denotes if a packet was received successfully.

This bitmap is then broadcast to all transmit-capable stations (typ-

ically three to five stations) over the Internet. Note that, these

bitmaps are small and can be transferred at low latencies over the

Internet. This bitmap is then conveyed to the satellite when it comes

in contact with a transmit-capable station. This can be few minutes

to few hours after the actual packet transmission. On receiving the

acknowledgment, a satellite deletes the data that was successfully

received at the ground station and places the unacknowledged data

back in its transmit queue. Note that, with centralized architectures,

the satellites have to store data for a few orbits anyway, so our

approach does not increase the storage requirement on a satellite

(see Sec. 6). In addition, L2D2 ground stations receive the data from

satellites at a lower latency than traditional architectures.

3.4 Discussion and Open Questions

Satellite Transmit Power: Typical satellites transmit data at a

higher power than required for successful signal transmissions.

This is done to avoid small link quality fluctuations due to orbits,

obstructions, weathers, etc. L2D2’s link estimation algorithm can

identify such fluctuations in advance, and therefore reduce the need

for extra power in transmission, resulting in power savings at the

satellite.

Satellite Power Management: Transmissions from satellite ra-

dios consume significant power. A design like L2D2 requires satel-

lites to transmit data more frequently. Therefore, future iterations

of L2D2 should incorporate power budgets of the satellite radio in

the scheduler design optimization.

Edge compute on the ground station: Past proposals [17] have

explored edge compute on the satellite to pre-filter downlinked data.

Edge compute on the satellite requires hardware upgrades and is not

agnostic to the underlying application. We believe L2D2 provides

a new avenue for this line of work by enabling edge compute on

the ground station. Ground stations can leverage edge compute

techniques to deliver latency-sensitive data to the cloud faster and

upload the other data at a lower priority.

Beamforming: We assume that every ground station can connect

to only one satellite at each point of time. Some modern designs of

ground stations have explored beamforming at the ground station.

This will be an interesting addition to L2D2 by enabling each ground

station to split power betweenmultiple satellites, thereby increasing

the data downlink efficiency. A similar question arises when ground

stations can leverage multiple frequencies to communicate with

different satellite constellations. We leave the exploration of these

new optimizations to future work.

Backward Compatibility: L2D2’s design is compatible with the

DVB-S2 protocol used for data downlink. At this time, we cannot

comment on compatibility with the software deployed on satellites

due to lack of public documentation.

Economic and Security Implications: L2D2’s adoption hinges

on appropriate economic incentives for operators to deploy ground

stations and a security framework to prevent data misuse. This is

an exciting direction for future research.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We evaluate L2D2 using a combination of real-world link quality

measurements and simulations as we describe below.

4.1 Link Quality Measurements

To evaluate L2D2’s capability to predict the quality of individual

links, we collect real-world data from 16 ground station-satellite
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Figure 5: L2D2 Setup: Ground stations (red dots) used for

evaluating L2D2.

X-band Satellites NOAA-20/JPSS1, AQUA, TERRA, SNPP

Ka-band Satellites JPSS [50]

X-band Ground Station

Locations

Wisconsin, Hawaii, Guam, Florida

Ka-band Ground Sta-

tion Locations

Antarctica [50]

Table 1: Dataset Details: We collect link quality data at five

ground station locations from four satellites. We use this

data to validate our design.

pairs operating in the X-band and one ground station-satellite pair

operating in the Ka-band (see Table 1). Recall, X-band is the most

popular downlink band for Earth imagery satellites today. The

ground stations used to obtain this dataset cover a large geographi-

cal spread:Wisconsin, Hawaii, Antarctica, Guam, and Florida. These

ground stations collect data from 5 satellite links (X-band: NOAA-

20/JPSS1, AQUA, TERRA, SNPP & Ka-band: NOAA-20/JPSS1) and

measure the signal strength and SNR of the received signal in dBm,

along with the elevation and azimuth angles of the satellite. In

total, we compile data for 30 days worth of passes for each X-band

ground station-satellite pair and 6 days worth of passes for the

Ka-band ground station-satellite pair 2. We augment our dataset us-

ing weather data – precipitation intensity, precipitation probability,

and cloud cover obtained using the Dark Sky weather API [16].

4.2 Large Scale Simulation

Since the deployment of X-band ground stations today is limited,

we rely on amateur ground stations deployed in lower frequen-

cies to evaluate the scheduling aspects of our design. Specifically,

we evaluate L2D2 using data collected from deployments of the

open-source SatNOGS ground stations [41]. SatNOGS is deployed

by independent amateur radio enthusiasts using software-defined

radios. The ground stations listen to low-bandwidth satellite broad-

cast signals primarily from government and academic satellites e.g.

from NOAA weather satellites. The observation data is logged in a

public database. We select the ground stations that are operational

and have made at least 1k observations. In the filtered dataset, we

have 173 ground stations (Fig. 5) and 259 satellites. We download

the data from all ground station-satellite links for a month-long

period. Then, we model L2D2 ground stations to be positioned at

2We released these datasets at: https://github.com/ConnectedSystemsLab/L2D2.

the same location and interacting with the same set of satellites.

Since our simulations are based on positional and orbital informa-

tion from real-world ground stations and satellites, our evaluation

accurately models the geographical distribution of a network that

has independently evolved over time.

A majority of SatNOGS ground stations operate in the sub-500

MHz frequency bands, and some (approx. 20%) support the L-band

(1.5 to 1.75 GHz). Since Earth Observation satellites use the X-band

(>8 GHz) [19, 34] to download their data, we cannot use the data

from the SatNOGS database to get the SNR for satellite-ground

station links. Therefore, we simulate data download behavior for

each L2D2 ground station in the X-band. For SNR estimation, we

use models trained in Sec. 3.2 to predict the SNR at each ground

station. Specifically, each L2D2 ground station emulates the behav-

ior (packet loss rates, SNR variation, reflections, etc.) of a randomly

chosen ground station in Table 1.

For simulating data transfer, each satellite generates 100 GB of

data per day. Since our ground stations are low-complexity, L2D2

ground stations do not use large dishes (5 m or more) typically

used by commercial ground stations [34, 52]. We simulate our

ground stations to have small, 1m diameter, dish antennas that

can be deployed on rooftops or backyards and are similar to the

setup deployed by SatNOGS operators. This reduces the SNR of

each station by 6 dB. Furthermore, our ground stations use a single-

channel receiver, as opposed to six-channel receivers in centralized

designs [19]. Finally, L2D2 computes the data download plan at the

granularity of a day. Finer granularity than a day is possible but we

haven’t explored this in L2D2.

4.3 Model Details

To train the link quality model, we use the last 25% of each dataset

as our evaluation set. For X-band satellite, we use 3-weeks of train-

ing data and the last week as the test set, unless specified otherwise.

We implement the deep learning component of our model in Keras

and train our model using the Adam optimizer for 40 epochs in

all trials. The model trains on an off-the-shelf Macbook in around

40 minutes and performs a prediction in sub- millisecond (with-

out GPU). We convert estimated SNR to data rate using the 64K

blocksize thresholds in a standard satellite data receiver [61].

4.4 Baselines

Our primary baseline to compare L2D2’s performance is a central-

ized architecture that deploys the state-of-the-art ground stations

described in [19]. This method uses 6 parallel channels as well as

high-end receivers with 4m diameter dish antennas. As in [19],

we model 5 such high-end ground stations across the planet. In

contrast, each L2D2 ground station uses off-the-shelf components

– net link capacity is 6𝑑𝐵 lower per link and we do not use any

parallel channels. Therefore, each baseline ground station achieves

10x the median throughput achieved by a L2D2 node. Furthermore,

L2D2 ground stations experience packet loss due to errors in link

prediction. In contrast, the baseline stations are transmit-capable

and do not experience such loss.

Our evaluation for link estimation compares against a well-

studied statistical model from the International Telecommunication

Union (ITU) [31–33]. This model uses the distance between satellite
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(a) X-Band Signal Variation (b) Satellite Position (c) Ka-Band Signal Variation

Figure 6:Microbenchmarks: (a,b) The SNRand elevation of a satellitemeasured during two similar passes over a ground station.

The SNR of the signal (generally) increases with elevation and decreases with (light) rain. (c) Ka-band satellites experience

attenuation even with cloud cover (no precipitation).

and ground station, satellite elevation, and precipitation to mathe-

matically model the link quality.

5 MICROBENCHMARKS

We present some microbenchmarks for L2D2 below. These sample

findings are part of our real-world satellite measurement dataset.

5.1 Elevation & Link Quality

Fig. 6a presents the measured signal-to-noise ratio (in dB) for two

sample passes of the JPSS1 satellite over the ground station in Guam.

The elevation of the satellite is shown in Fig. 6b. As shown in the

figure, as the satellite enters the view of the ground station, its signal

strength is fairly low. Gradually, its signal strength increases as

the elevation increases and then, goes back down as expected. The

signal strength variation is around 10 dB which would be enough

to cover the entire modulation span for satellite communication

receivers like [61]. As specified earlier, the max elevation in a pass

does not reach 90 degrees (overhead) in every pass. Note that, while

the relationship between elevation and SNR generally holds, the

middle of the pass experiences variations that aren’t explained by

that. Such variations are caused by reflectors on satellites and near

ground stations.

5.2 Impact of Weather on Link Quality

To show how weather impacts link quality, we plot the SNR of two

passes in Fig. 6a with identical elevation measurements in Fig. 6b.

The only difference between these passes is the weather where the

red curve has light rain. As shown in the figure, rainy weather leads

to decreased signal strength by 2 to 3 dB. Moreover, the effects on

the signal due to weather are even more noticeable at higher fre-

quencies. Fig. 6c illustrates the signal strength differences between

two Ka-band satellite-ground links that are similar with respect

to position, but varying with respect to weather. As shown in the

figure, just a cloud cover (no precipitation) can cause a significant

signal strength dip.

6 RESULTS

In this section, we describe L2D2’s evaluation.

6.1 Link Quality Estimation

To evaluate our link quality estimation model (Sec. 3.2), we use

the real-world ground station-satellite measurements described in

Table 1. An overview of the results is in Fig. 7. We plot the CDF

of the absolute error between predicted SNR and measured SNR

across all satellite-ground station pairs in Fig. 7a. L2D2 achieves a

median error of 0.39 dB and a 90-th percentile error of 1.74 dB. The

median error is small enough that it is unlikely to cause the data rate

prediction to cross from one configuration to another. In contrast,

the state-of-the-art ITU models achieve a median error of 2.39 dB

(90th percentile 6.03 dB), which is 6 times higher. We believe this is

because the ITU models are designed for aggregate link behavior

and hence do not capture the fine-grained variation caused by

individual satellite-ground station design and surroundings. For

example, they do not capture local multipath effects or antenna

quality variations.

To dig deeper, we break this error down by individual satellite-

ground station links. Table 2 reports the mean error for individual

satellite-ground station links. There are two points to note here:

first, L2D2 consistently outperforms the ITUmodels by a significant

margin. Second, some pairs have higher error than others. This is

because of the environmental characteristics (obstacles, reflections)

of the setup. For instance, the satellites SNPP and JPSS have anten-

nas close to moving solar panels which makes it harder to predict

the link quality.

Data Rate Analysis: How do these errors translate to data rates?

To evaluate this, we convert both the predicted SNR and actual SNR

into their optimal data rates as described in Sec. 3.2. We plot the

CDF of the percentage loss in data rate in Fig. 7b. Note that, if we

over-predict the data rate, the error is hundred percent since the

SNR cannot support that data rate. As shown, L2D2 significantly

outperforms the ITU models. Specifically, we achieve a median data

rate error of 6.25% (75-th percentile: 15.5%, 90-th percentile: 41%),

and lose less than 10% of the packets. In contrast, the ITU baseline

experiences a median data rate error of 41% (75-th percentile: 100%)

and loses more than 30% of the packets. This shows that L2D2’s

link estimation model is precise in its data rate prediction and can

form the foundation of L2D2.

Transfer Learning Analysis: Next, we want to dive deeper into

the transfer learning aspect of our model and understand its im-

pact on newly added L2D2 ground stations. For this part of the

evaluation, we attempt to learn the links for all satellites on the

Guam ground station from the Wisconsin ground station. We pre-

train four transfer learning models, one for each satellite, using
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(a) SNR Error (b) Data Rate Error (c) Transfer Learning

Figure 7: Link Estimation Evaluation: (a) L2D2 achieves very accurate SNR prediction (0.39 dBmedian loss) as compared to the

baseline ITU model (2.39 dB median loss). (b) This translates to a median data rate loss of 6.25% for L2D2, as opposed to 40.8%

for ITU. (c) Transfer learning provides good initial predictions before learning a new model from scratch becomes beneficial.

JPSS SNPP Aqua Terra

Error (dB) L2D2 ITU L2D2 ITU L2D2 ITU L2D2 ITU

Wisconsin 1.05 2.93 1.16 3.15 0.29 3.52 0.38 3.61

Florida 1.58 3.43 1.65 4.00 1.07 2.07 0.40 4.44

Guam 1.18 3.80 1.59 3.94 0.34 4.26 0.34 2.10

Hawaii 1.27 3.03 1.42 3.66 0.61 1.60 0.66 4.17

Antarctica 1.20 4.30

Table 2: Mean Link Estimation Error (dB) for each satellite-

ground station pair.

all 30 days of the Wisconsin dataset. We then incrementally fit on

data from the Guam satellite pairs. Although long-term we find

our model trained from scratch to be more effective in predicting

the link quality, Fig. 7c demonstrates our transfer learning model’s

superior performance in the early days of training when the ground

station has collected very few link quality measurements. In general,

ground station-satellite pairs that were susceptible to high link qual-

ity variance due to multipath (JPSS and SNPP satellites) benefited

significantly more from the transfer learning based approach.

6.2 Data Download

We evaluate the ability to downlink data from 259 satellites for the

baseline high-fidelity ground stations and L2D2. We compare two

variants L2D2 and L2D2(25%). L2D2 uses all the 173 ground stations

in the network to download data. In L2D2(25%), we reduce the

number of simulated stations to 25 % of the original (173) to isolate

the benefit provided by geographic diversity alone. L2D2(25%) has a

lower aggregate capacity than the baseline. Wemeasure the amount

of data not downloaded by the satellites at the end of the day

and plot the cdf in Fig.8a. The median (90-percentile) backlog for

the baseline is 7.6 GB (26.5 GB). This means that for 10% of the

satellites, 26.5 GB data is yet to be downloaded. In contrast, for

L2D2 the corresponding backlog is significantly less, 3.4 GB (7.2

GB). Even if we limit L2D2 to 25% of its stations, with aggregate

capacity less than the baseline, the backlog is 3.8 GB (12.1 GB).

This highlights that a subset of the gains are achieved because of

geographic diversity alone, i.e. (a) geographic spread means less

satellites conflict at a single ground station, and (b) distributed

nature of L2D2 ensures that degradation of individual links, for

example due to weather, do not severely impact the entire system.

6.3 Latency

We measure the time elapsed between data capture and data recep-

tion at the ground station for the three methods defined above. We

plot the CDF of this latency in Fig. 8b. The baseline method achieves

a median (90-percentile) latency of 90 minutes (323 minutes). In

contrast, L2D2 achieves a latency of 21 minutes (71 minutes) – a

4.3X improvement over the baseline. Even with 25% deployment,

L2D2 achieves a latency of 38 minutes (105 minutes). These results

highlight that even when its overall link capacity is lower, L2D2

achieves a much lower latency because a satellite is likely to en-

counter multiple ground stations during its orbit. This result shows

that distributing downlink over larger areas is beneficial for ground

station design. Crucially, L2D2 reduces the latency of downlink to

tens of minutes bringing us closer to the vision of near-realtime

satellite imagery of the Earth.

6.4 Scheduling

In Sec. 3.1, we describe a scheduling algorithm for L2D2. Now, we

evaluate the impact of our scheduling algorithm within the L2D2

network. For this analysis, we use a random scheduler as a baseline.

For each ground station, the random scheduler randomly picks one

of the satellites that has a feasible link to the ground station. We

report the results in Table 3. All the other components of L2D2 (like

link estimation) are ported over to the random scheduler. As shown

in the table, L2D2’s optimized scheduler (L2D2-OPT) overperforms

random scheduler (L2D2-Random) across multiple metrics (10% to

80% improvement). This difference is more prominent for L2D2(25%)

as it is a more constrained system and therefore, benefits more from

optimized scheduling.

Adaptability of Value Matrix: Recall, we define the value matrix

Φ to modulate the behavior of L2D2. We evaluate the effects of

tuning the value matrix to optimize for latency vs throughput. Fig.

8c plots the backlog of both the value matrix variants. The result

demonstrates that tuning that value matrix to optimize throughput

reduces backlog by 11% as compared to a latency-optimized version.

Having the ability to tune this value matrix allows us to control
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Figure 8: L2D2 outperforms the baseline in terms of (a) data delivered and (b) latency, evenwhen the number of ground stations

are reduced to 25%(L2D2(25%)). (c) Changing the value function from throughput to latency increases the backlog by 10%.

Method Latency

(min)

Backlog

(GB)

Baseline 90 (323) 7.6 (26.5)

L2D2-Opt 21 (71) 3.4 (7.2)

L2D2-Random 26 (81) 3.7 (11.1)

L2D2(25%)-Opt 38 (105) 3.8 (12.1)

L2D2(25%)-Random 53 (230) 7.0 (30.7)

Table 3: Scheduler Evaluation: Median (90th percentile)
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Figure 9: Median Storage on Satellite Over Time

prioritization of data for specific groups and tasks (i.e geographic

regions, natural disasters, satellite bidding systems).

6.5 Satellite Storage

Recall that, in L2D2, data is stored on a satellite until a delayed

acknowledgment is received from a TX-capable ground station. The

acknowledgment ensures that if any packets are dropped, the satel-

lite can later resend the data. We would like to better understand

the storage requirement on the satellites in L2D2. Fig. 9 plots the

median data storage across satellites through one day. On average,

we see that L2D2’s storage requirement is 4 GB higher than a cen-

tralized architecture where all the data is acknowledged right after

download. Although the mean storage requirement for L2D2 is

higher, it is not significant since even the baseline at its peak stores

data similar to L2D2’s requirement (at around 500 and 1200 mins

in Fig. 9). This is because even though the centralized architecture

acks the data right after download, the data downlink is infrequent

in a centralized architecture.
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Figure 10:We plot the cdf of data downloaded across ground

stations (segmented by minute).

6.6 Backhaul

In this paper, we focus on downloading data from satellites to

ground stations. However, to generate insights for the end user, this

data needs to be transported to the end applications operating in

the cloud or at other end hosts. Given the quantity of the data, it is

non-trivial to transport this data to end users and may incur more

delays. We leave a detailed analysis of this delay to future work,

but present a brief analysis of the backhaul requirements here.

To understand the backhaul requirements from ground stations

to the cloud, we analyze the data downloaded in one-minute in-

tervals at each ground station. We plot the distribution of data

downloaded in each minute across all ground stations in Fig. 10. In

L2D2, the median data download volume is 0 GB (90-th percentile:

0.14 GB, 99-th percentile: 1.536 GB). In L2D2(25%), the ground sta-

tions are more busy and the median data download volume is 0.07

GB (90-th percentile: 1.2 GB, 99-th percentile: 1.72 GB) in a minute.

Supporting real-time upload to the cloud from these ground stations

for the 99-th percentile would require nearly 30 MBps upload ca-

pacity. In contrast, for the baseline with five high capacity ground

stations (cdf not shown in the figure for emphasis on the L2D2

graph), the median data downloaded is 0.2 GB (90-th percentile:

12.96 GB, 99-th percentile: 15.6 GB) in a minute. Supporting real-

time upload from these ground stations would require 260 MBps

upload capacity.

There are two interesting insights from this data. First, the traf-

fic at ground stations is sparse and peaky. The median download
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volume is low because satellite-ground station links aren’t always

active. However, the peaks are relatively high – this happens when

the satellite-ground station link is strong (for example, when the

satellite is overhead). Second, as expected, the requirement for inter-

net connectivity is higher for high-capacity ground stations. This is

non-trivial to achieve, especially in polar regions or sparsely popu-

lated areas where ground stations are likely to be located. Based

on this analysis, we believe the earth imaging application is ideally

suited for edge computing at the ground station. An edge com-

puting architecture could prioritize data upload from the ground

station, thereby satisfying the demands of the latency-sensitive

applications, while using the ‘quiet’ periods at the ground station

to upload the less urgent data. We leave this exploration to future

work.

7 RELATEDWORK

The problem of downlink constraints on new constellations of LEO

satellites has been tackled in both academia [17–19, 54] and indus-

try [1, 20, 34, 40, 46]. A large part of this work focuses on eking out

more performance from individual satellite-ground station links.

Such a design suffers from the limitations of a centralized archi-

tecture described before. Recently, [17] proposed offloading some

computation to the satellites to reduce the downlink load. For in-

stance, in a workload that needs images of buildings, the satellites

could pre-filter building images before downlink to the ground

stations. However, this design runs contrary to the business model

for Earth observations satellites that sell the observed data to cus-

tomers, who then run the end application. In the absence of a priori

knowledge of the end application, the pre-filtering on the satellite

might reject important information relevant to the user. In contrast,

L2D2 downlinks all the data to the ground using a hybrid ground

station design.

In the industry, multiple efforts [1, 36, 40, 46] have emerged re-

cently to rent out time on individual ground stations to satellite

operators by the minute. This is a welcome trend in enabling access

to new satellite operators but suffers from similar regulatory and

equipment challenges as centralized architectures [27]. However,

this investment opens up the possibility of new abstractions like

distributed ground station architectures in the future. In L2D2, we

investigate the tools that will be required for such a distributed

design. VERGE [43] is perhaps the closest design to L2D2. In [43],

Lockheed Martin is planning to deploy low cost S-band parabolic

antennas in a geographically distributed manner. Each antenna

will stream raw RF measurements to the cloud, where a software-

defined receiver will decode this data. In contrast, L2D2 co-locates

compute alongside the antenna and the decoded & processed data

is sent to the cloud. This significantly reduces the backhaul capacity

and cost required to support the ground station (by orders of mag-

nitude). Furthermore, it allows for edge compute workloads that

can prioritize data upload to the cloud in an efficient manner. One

direct impact of this design choice is that [43] is limited to lower

bandwidth S-band downloads, as opposed to X-band downloads

that are common for earth observation.

The scheduling problem for satellite-ground station links has

been tackled in [8, 9, 25, 55, 58]. These systems do not account for

varying link quality over time and/or limit themselves to single

satellite and multiple ground stations. In contrast, L2D2 presents

a scheduler for multi-satellite, multi-ground station configuration

while accounting for varying link qualities and switching delays.

Prior work on satellite-ground link quality estimation has mainly

been carried out on simulated data that does not capture the com-

plexities of real-world signals like reflections close to the transceiver

[26]. Some research efforts incorporate real-world link quality mea-

surements in their design exclusively with low-frequency links

(UHF,S-band) [37, 49]. However, in the context of Earth observa-

tion satellite networking, L2D2’s link estimation model based on

X-band data is more applicable since Earth observation satellites

more commonly operate in this high frequency range and such

links are more prone to weather-effects. L2D2 also outperforms

prior statistical models for link quality prediction [31–33, 37]. L2D2

achieves this by using a data-driven approach that accounts for

multipath effects and occlusions.

Finally, L2D2 is inspired by past work in open source ground

station designs [14, 41] and deployments of these stations [15, 41,

48, 53]. These deployments have fostered research in scheduling,

mission control, and other aspects of ground station design [3, 55,

56, 63]. Most of these designs are limited to low frequency, low data

rate regimes for experimental satellites that transmit small amounts

of data. In L2D2, we differ along three axes: distributed design

framework, high frequency and high bandwidth data downloads,

mix of transmit-capable and receive-only ground stations.

We note that L2D2 builds on a previous workshop paper [60]

and differs along three axes: (a) new scheduling framework that

accounts for switching delays, (b) new data-driven link estimation

algorithm, and (c) extensive evaluation on a real-world dataset.

8 CONCLUSION

We present L2D2, a novel ground station design for Earth observa-

tion satellites. L2D2 is built using a mix of transmit-capable and

receive-only geographically-distributed ground stations. L2D2’s

geographical diversity along with a new scheduling and rate adap-

tation algorithm ensure that L2D2 can download data from large

constellations of LEO satellites in minutes, as opposed to hours

for traditional architectures. While we design L2D2 nodes to be

low-complexity low-cost ground stations, we believe the methods

presented in this work are applicable more broadly to other dis-

tributed ground station designs. Finally, as discussed in 3.4, we

hope that this work initiates future work that tackles multiple open

research questions towards realizing an agile, robust, and high-

performance distributed ground station system.
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